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SPAGHETTIFICATION
Film, Online Exhibition, Print Publication
“Cyberspace is a black hole, it absorbs energy and
personality and represents it as emotional spectacle.”
(Carmen Hermosillo)
This project aims to spaghettify the human body
with approved traditional pasta kneeding techniques.
In astrophysics, spaghettification is the vertical
stretching and horizontal compression of objects into
long thin shapes in a very strong non-homogeneous
gravitational field.
Gluten development in pasta production means
building your rubber band network through your
dough, it makes the dough elastic and stretchable. This
will allow you to stretch the dough into the desirable
shape without tearing it and it will also give the dough
that lovely chewiness when its cooked.
In collaboration with Jelena Viskovic.
Visit online exhibition
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TONGUE TONGUE
Research, Text, Animation, Installation
Despite opposing discoveries in neuroscience the
common conviction exists that human activity is governed by the structure and functioning of the brain.
New theories around neuroplasticity, however, suggest
the opposite: the brain is not an organ that only works
top-to-down, but is actively sculpted by its environment. A newly invented device, the PoNS™, which is
used to heal traumatic brain injuries, led to the dis
covery, that the brain can be entirely rewired via electrical stimulation of the tongue.
A disembodied tongue functions as a vessel to
transgress between the human and the non-human.
Disconnected from the brain, it becomes the carrier
of a language of the ‘Other’. This new language —
now implemented into the shell of a human named
‘I’ — travels into the real world where it encounters
‘You’. Whirled up in a semantic clash of two different
languages, the protagonists become increasingly
entangled in the schizophrenia of gender-, time-, and
even humanlessness.
Watch excerpt on Vimeo pw: TongueTongue
Sound: Sam Conran
Electronics Support: Laurence Symonds, Vincent Rebers
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I enter the small room of the Panamerican Kitchen. It is already quite late, the
kitchen is about to close. A cloud of metallic fat is hanging in the air; fat they
only use for Panamerican food when the vegan delivery had a shortage. XXXXX
You immediately caught my attention. You are sitting at a small plastic table, a
glass of cheap scotch and a plate with left-over heads of sucked king prawns in
front of you. You are slightly bending over the table. In a permanent back and
forth you are fighting with wisps of your long blond hair that permanently keep
falling into your face. Push back. Fall. Push back. Fall. XXXXX I like the graceful rhythmic movements of your fingers fondling the glass panel of your smartphone. You seem to be far away. I make a step towards you. XXXXX [11:46:20
pm]: “Nice pic.”
[11:47:33 pm]: “Intriguing romantic eyes.. sweet clever
deep... submissive but independent. A kinky mind behind those eyes. I tried to
describe part of your erotic shade you have in that picture.” XXXXX You giggle.
Your teeth are straight. Something unusual in this city. Your hair caresses your
cleavage. I think I love you.
[11:41:06 pm]: “Nice smile, hair and height.
You look warm and positive How are you today?” XXXXX Toilet flushing. Light
flashing. XXXXX You don’t look up. Instead your hair continues seesawing back
and forth. The movement of your fingers changed. Now your thumb rhythmically wipes the screen from right to left, right to left, right to left. Then left to right.
And then again right to left, right to left, right to left... You are incredibly fast.
Then you switch back to an irregular pattern. XXXXX I observe you for a while.
The room is empty. Besides both of us all the other guests have left already. The
waiter polishes wine glasses with a holey kitchen towel. XXXXX I position myself
closer to you. This will crop away my unattractive parts from your field of vision.
Excerpt short story
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Exhibition View
Light well: custom-made LED screen,
projection
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Exhibition View
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THE GREAT ENCOUNTER, THE ENDING
Animation, infinite loop
Imagine yourself in a dark space. Without any point of
visual reference or sensory clues, how do you know
if you are either floating, or forever falling? And now
imagine: without any notion of change, how do
you know the duration of the moment you are living in?
Welcome to the Island of Eternal Life, orbiting
around the vast empty ocean of planet Earth. With no
notion of passage of time its inhabitants are adapting
to their belief system of stasis: moments of no-change,
stringed together to infinity. History is nullified by
a permanent loop of amnesia. Its inhabitants are in a
happy state of pre-birth. The illusion of eternity turns
into reality. One day, the Island of Eternal Life meets
the Island of Ultimate Beauty. This occurrence in
troduces ‘The Different’, and begins what some called
‘The Great Encounter’, others ‘The Ending’.
The Great Encounter, The Ending: Before
Watch on Vimeo
The Great Encounter, The Ending: After
Listen on Soundcloud

Sound: Sam Conran
Voice Over: Anne Wittmann
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SLEEPWORKERS
Sculptures, drawings
The last bastion endangering continuous produc
tion and therefore the idea of capitalistic progress
— sleep — is overthrown. Detoxified, jaded and
hopelessly enhanced contemporary bodies are set
back to their natural state of relaxation as relaxation
becomes desired: All individuals who are fit for
work, irrespective of social class, are utilised in an
egalitarian alike sleepwalking workforce, faning
out during their sleep to in a 7-day per week shift
take over the work of those who seem to be at the
bottom of the pyramid of labour: manual workers.
Sleepworker Training Units are designed to
simulate pre-defined movement patterns that rhyth
mically stimulate cerebral motor systems leading
to the repetitive firing of neurons and thereby enable
a translation of those patterns into self-sustained
manual labour during the nREM phase. A new form
of capitalistic driven productivity arises, wavering
between contemporary body enhancement and loss
of bodily sovereignty, but always covered in sweet
oblivion.
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Drawings Detail
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04PP
Performance, Animation, Film, Programming
The “abolishment of gravity” is the core of this
project, which — based on Kant’s Non-Individualist
Cosmopolitanism — takes a look at a possible
incentive for climate engineering and environmental
pollution as a means to liberate humanity from
the constraints of earthboundness. As a thought
experiment, the ultimate goal — the establishment
of universal peace in a world that is governed
by terrestrial constraints — is achieved through an
equalisation of human bio mass and the planet’s
actual mass, and in an early stage through a reduc
tion of the planet’s radius.
This projects exists in 3 parts:
a) speculative analysis
b) performance sketch
c) film
Watch on vimeo

Thanks to Prof. Alberto Sesana,
gravitational physicist at the
University of Birmingham, as well
as Jakob Huber, PhD student in
Political Philosophy at London
School of Economics
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big bang

10000 b.C.
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Fossil Fuels

preliminar y result reduced
mass of Ear th Phase 1
Water Oceans

1750

5972000000000000 x 10^9 kg
Oil

1579000 x 10^9 kg

Brown Coal

268759 x 10^9 kg

Stone Coal

728436 x 10^9 kg

Natural Gasoline

753480 x 10^9 kg
5971999996670325 x 10^9 kg
1350000000 x 10^9 kg
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mass of Ear th Phase 2

5971998646670325 x 10^9 kg
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mass of Ear th Phase 3

0,000574 x 10^9 kg

Speculative Analysis
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Human Bio Mass 0,000574 x 10^9 kg
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Speculative Analysis,
micro films programmed in vvvv
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Performance sketch
Reduction of the Earth’s radius to reduce gravitational attraction
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training

unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit

1: Stretching for effective weight distribution
2: Horizontal flat existence: Pressing
3: Reducing planetary mass
4a: Horizontal flat existence: Moving (less efficient, faster)
4b: Horizontal flat existence: Moving (more efficient, slower)
5: Combination of all training units
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MUTE BODIES/I AM DEAF
Animation (2-channel installation)
Mute Bodies/I am Deaf dissects the experience of
amnesia during a car crash: unreal in the moment of
the event of the crash, and unable to retrospectively
reconstruct it. Referencing Godard’s “Weekend”
a few seconds of a car crash get stretched into the
‘eternity’ of a whole minute, leaving enough time
for the passengers to finish their conversation before
the final impact.
Watch on vimeo
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Internal View: Dialogue #1
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External View
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ABOUT
Anna-Luise Lorenz (*1986) is an artist, graphic
designer and researcher based in London and Berlin.
She gained a post-graduate degree in Design
Interactions from the Royal College of Art, London,
and completed her undergraduate studies in
Communication and Type Design from Augsburg
and Prague.
Her work revolves around the anomalies of
empiricism and rationalism, the paradoxical, the impossible and the failed as a means to explore parallel
spheres of reality that emancipate us from a world
that we all agreed on, synchronized by knowledge
and created by those who are in power: natural
sciences, capitalism, tech reviews.
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2016
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2015

2015

Screening: Crosstalk International
Video Art Festival, Budapest (HU)
Exhibition: Final Show, Royal College
of Art (UK)
Exhibition: Cacophonia, in
collaboration with Jelena Viskovic,
London (UK)
Exhibition: Medialexicon: Faux
Friends, curated bei Szilvi Nemet, in
collaboration with Jelena Viskovic,
Budapest (HU)
Guest Critic: UdK Berlin (GER)
Exhibition: Interim Show, Royal
College of Art (UK)
Screening: Jaw Versus Eye Attack, Jan
van Eyck Alumni Association, Vierte
Welt, Berlin (GER)
Exhibition: two hundred acres, Pump
House Gallery, London (UK)

2015
2014
2014

2014

2014

2014

Exhibition: Interim Show, Royal College
of Art, London (UK)
Exhibition: Science of Fiction, USC
Cinematic Arts, Los Angeles (USA)
Exhibition/Curating: Buy, buy, buy,
put it down, London Design Festival,
London (UK)
Exhibition: Out of Stasis as part
of ‘Justifiable Versions of Events/
Catastrophe’; Platform for Art, Theory
and Research, Acud Gallery, Berlin
(GER)
Exhibition: The Economics of
Uncertainty School of Tomorrow
Archive, Swiss Pavilion Venice Biennale
of Architecture (IT)
Residency: Two-week residency Swiss
Pavilion, Venice Biennale of Architecture
(IT)

2014
2014
2013
2013
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2010
2010
2010
2010

Workshop: Unrealities, Parallel School,
Glasgow (UK)
Exhibition: Interim Show, Royal
College of Art London (UK)
Commission: Urban Explorers Media
Art Festival, Dordrecht (NL)
Exhibition: Aus alt wird anders, Die
Metzgerei, Augsburg (GER)
Exhibition: Localize Media
Arts Festival, Potsdam (GER)
Exhibition: Emergeandsee Media
Arts Festival, Berlin (GER)
Exhibition: lab30 Media Arts Festival,
Augsburg (GER)
Exhibtion: Werkschau, University of
Applied Sciences Augsburg (GER)
Exhibition: A Celebration of August,
Camp Gallery, London Design Festival
(UK)

